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By the turn of the twentieth century, the association of Chinese immigrants 
with opium smoking was old news. Reports of the British Opium Wars of the 
1840s and a steady stream of sensationalized, journalistic descriptions of Ameri-
can and Chinese "opium dens" had long confirmed the relationship of the Chinese 
with opium use for many Americans. What was different at the end of the century, 
however, was the slow proliferation of more properly "scientific" theories that 
sought to explain the growing phenomena of habitual drug use among all races 
of Americans. Chief among these was the "addiction" concept, a term that 
physicians began using sometime around 1900. Most of the new "addicts," who 
had become steadily more visible after 1870, weren't Chinese, nor were they 
opium smokers.1 They were instead morphine, cocaine, or heroin users and many 
of them had become "addicted" through the care of physicians who sought to allay 
any number of maladies by the hypodermic injection of narcotic drugs. But 
despite the presence of new drugs and new users, the association of Asian 
otherness with drug use and its effects persisted in the turn-of-the-century debate 
surrounding narcotic addiction. 
Scholars of the American drug problem have often noted thai fin de siècle 
narcotic experts linked addiction with race. For instance, medical historian David 
F. Musto notes that "the southerner's fear of the Negro and the Westerner's fear 
of the Chinese" shaped American responses to a growing "drug problem."2 In a 
similar vein, David T. Courtwright argues that changes in the demographics of the 
addict population, including race, led to the 1914 passage of the Harrison Anti-
Narcotic Act, the nation's first federal anti-narcotic legislation.3 Likewise, 
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scholars of race and racism in America have noted the frequent references to 
opium use in anti-Chinese diatribes.4 Yet these scholars, and others who have 
helped to identify and expose the connections between racism and the discourse 
of addiction, have never sought to examine the details of the logical pattern that 
structured the association of addiction with race at the turn of the century.5 In other 
words, we know that the discourse surrounding the discovery of the drug problem 
was (and is) racist, but we still don't understand the intricacies of its operation. 
It is time for scholars of addiction—and of racism more generally—to engage this 
problem, because by failing to ask why ideas that we now recognize as blatantly 
racist once persuaded a large group of educated, intelligent, and well-intentioned 
people, we ignore the causes of racism and focus instead on its symptoms. 
Ultimately, we fail to confront the disease. 
I hope to begin a reexamination of the interplay between drugs and race in 
American culture by exploring several examples of turn-of-the-century, anti-
Asian racism as it was embedded in the medical literature of narcotic addiction. 
The explanations of narcotic addiction disseminated in these texts did more than 
simply state that Chinese people used opium. Their writers continued these older 
associations but also surpassed them by suggesting that the threat held by the use 
of opium and its derivatives was addiction, an affliction that menaced white drug 
users with a reduction to the "condition" of the Chinese. This condition was 
comprised of many elements but its mobilization as a description of the predica-
ment of being "addicted" had the effect of converting the practice of narcotic use 
into the manifestation of an inner state—into the expression of a hidden truth 
about the user.6 The use of race as a metaphor for addiction helped to shift the 
discourse of addiction away from the description of practices and moved it instead 
toward the investigation of essences. 
This essay explores several examples of the way in which race, especially the 
image of the "Oriental," was mobilized as a metaphor for narcotic addiction in a 
group of late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-century texts, including cure doctors' 
pamphlets, publications from the mainstream medical establishment, and articles 
from the popular press. While each of these sets of texts has its own protocols, my 
interest lies less in their generic differences than in the operation of a persistently 
racist strand that bound them together. The insistence upon Oriental otherness 
opened a path through the confusing tangle of ideas that problematized the 
explanation of narcotic addiction to the lay public. It provided a means for these 
writers to explain the otherwise nebulous threat of addiction that they found 
hanging over the heads of their white, bourgeois readership. This operation also 
served, however, to describe people other than narcotic addicts. This essay, 
therefore, confronts a logic whose easy circularity was perhaps its most vicious 
feature. Narcotic addiction experts, who often argued that to be an addict was to 
be like the Chinese, further implied that to be Chinese was to be like an addict.7 
The discourse of addiction thus reflected older calls for the subjection of Asian-
Americans to the authority of their supposed racial superiors while simulta-
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neously reinforcing such demands by associating the "Oriental" with a menacing 
new figure: the "drug addict." 
Orientalism in the Discourse of Addiction 
Because of the way in which the discourse of addiction employed visions of 
eastern otherness, it is implicated in what Edward W. Said has called "Orientalism," 
which he defines as "a way of coming to terms with the Orient that is based on the 
Orient's special place in European Western experience."8 That "special place" in 
European experience is a site of otherness, an exotic locale where the "rational" 
borders of European culture are both confirmed and threatened by the image of 
an irrational, sensuous, and seductive Orient. This constructed Oriental threat to 
European culture was both a product and a source of Orientalism, "a western style 
for dominating, restructuring, and having authority over the Orient."9 
Said's book concentrates on European representations of the Arab world, 
and he is quick to point out that, for Americans, the Orient "is much more likely 
to be associated very differently with the Far East."10 American historian Jackson 
Lears has found strong examples of Orientalism in American culture, writing that 
"by the 1840's, Orientalism pervaded the exotic visions of abundance" put 
forward by various American entrepreneurs and advertisers and that its appeal lay 
in its representation of "a fluid amniotic zone of escape from bourgeois striv-
ing."11 Yet to escape one's bourgeois world into an Oriental space typified by its 
"fluid amniotic" borderlessness, was also to risk the ability to find one's way back 
to the familiar and reassuring borders of bourgeois identity. This world of 
Oriental otherness thus threatened the stability of the bourgeois subject—while 
also defining it—and it is here that narcotic addiction experts posited a connection 
to the world of habitual drug use. 
American medical writers used exotic, seductive, and degraded images of the 
Oriental—attached to both the Middle and Far East—as a means of explaining the 
perils of drug addiction to their readers. Though many practitioners filled the back 
pages of late-nineteenth-century periodicals and newspapers with their advertis-
ing, one doctor towered above the others. Leslie E. Keeley, promoter of the "Bi-
chloride of Gold Cure" was the period's best known cure doctor. Born in 1832, 
Keeley received his medical degree at Chicago's Rush Medical College in 1864. 
Immediately after, he entered the Union Army's medical service, where he 
became interested in curing habitual drunkenness.12 He began experimenting 
with potential cures after the war, and in 1879 he and a partner opened the first 
Keeley Institute in rural Dwight, Illinois. The Institute, which Keeley soon 
expanded to a nationwide franchise, was a great financial success. "Between 1892 
and 1900 the Keeley Company generated income of more than 2.7 million 
dollars," according to addiction treatment consultant and historian William L. 
White, who notes further that over 500,000 alcoholics and addicts took the Keeley 
cure between 1880 and 1920.13 Historian H. Wayne Morgan has argued that 
"Keeley's name became almost a household word" during this period and that 
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"the billboards and wall sized signs proclaiming the presence of a Keeley Institute 
were almost obligatory for a city to be up-to-date from the 1890' s to the first world 
war."14 
In 1897 Keeley, wrote that 
"God's best gift to man," is the Arab's favorite name for 
Opium. . . . The poor, worn nomad of the desert, battling 
against the elements as he toils across the dry and track-
less waste, comes to his encampment as the evening 
shadows gather, suffering from an exhaustion overpower-
ing. And as the stars gleam out from that Eastern sky 
like bolts of glowing steel fresh-forged from the furnace 
of Jove, and the sighing winds breathe out their requiem 
for the dying day, he finds in the all-potent "drug," "sur-
cease of sorrow."15 
Here Keeley created an exotic Oriental landscape in order to people it with 
outlandish drug addicts. This was a world quite other than that of late-nineteenth-
century America. His references to the "eastern sky" and to a "dry and trackless 
waste" emphasized the difference between the worlds while confining the "Arab" 
within a desolate and forbidding landscape. Keeley depicted this Oriental world 
as non-productive, unpeopled, and uncivilized. For Keeley, it was the antithesis 
of modern America. 
Keeley described the otherness of this world still more explicitly when he 
argued that the Arab's "opium dreaming has no affinity for the life which 
palpitates in this new world of ours."16 His references to "palpitating life" in a 
"new world" placed the forces of dynamic growth at the service of all that was 
"new" against a particular version of the "old," enforcing a common association 
of progress, motion, and technological improvement with modern American 
civilization.17 Keeley used the idea of the drug addict, tied fast to an image of the 
Orient, as an example of what modern America was not. Addicts and Orientals 
were the others against which Keeley measured modern America's progress—the 
way that he assessed its very "modernity." "The sluggish nations of the Orient 
may be content to let today be as yesterday, and tomorrow as today," Keeley 
claimed, but "the Present, our Present, so full of life and movement and throbbing 
energies, has no part in [the Arab's fireside tale.]"18 
Keeley saved his most striking argument for the conclusion to this passage. 
He stated the threat of racial reduction quite explicitly when he wrote that the 
Arabs 
live in the desert, and its monotony has passed into and 
become a part of their very souls. And he who, in this 
mighty continent of the West, delivers himself over to a 
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life of Opium torpor, falls from his high estate and passes 
into a world which, by contrast, is even more dreary and 
monotonous than that of the Arab tribes. . . . He passes 
from the living progressive world into a desert whose 
extent is limitless, and whose dry and dreary pathways 
have no end.19 
Keeley thus made the threat of racial degradation tangible for his turn-of-the-
century readers. Addiction threatened modern Americans with a "passage" from 
the West to the East and from high to low. This downward path was marked by 
the loss of one's "high estate" in what Keeley characterized as a bad trade—an 
exchange of the "living progressive" West for the "dry and dreary" East. Keeley 
suggested that narcotic addiction was an affliction that rendered its victims unable 
to participate in the dynamic new world that modernity's boosters hoped the 
coming century would deliver. The narcotic addict, inextricably linked to images 
of the Oriental, played the role of the other in this discourse and was thus 
registered as an fundamentally modern character.20 
Keeley located the Oriental threat of addiction closer to home by inscribing 
it upon the bodies of the Chinese immigrant population.21 He accomplished this 
task through a vivid description of the Chinese-American opium den. The 
"SMOKER," he wrote, "must devote time and money to compel the inspiration 
of his god, and he can only do so in a temple, known as a 'den' or 'joint,' prepared 
for his Satanic worship."22 Occasionally, wrote Keeley, within such an evil 
temple a white, never Chinese, addict would arise, and, 
shaking himself back to consciousness, to the astonish-
ment of the "almond-eyed" coryphee, he steps down from 
his bunk, and, with a quick movement, passes out into 
the street, where the rising sun greets him with its beams 
of gladness and renewed life.23 
Keeley compared the degredation and decay of a mythical Orient to a glowing and 
ascendant Occident. More threateningly, this dangerous fragment of the Orient 
lay embedded within the heart of modern, big-city America, threatening to infect 
all that surrounded it. 
Keeley's writing linked the Orient, the "Chinaman," and the addict in order 
to delineate the modern West more clearly. He wrote that the addict often felt that 
he was "incompetent for any duty." This inability to take competent action was, 
for Keeley, especially problematic in modern America because 
in the young and ardent West, where every man is in 
competition with his fellow-man, he needs a clear head, 
a steady nerve, a quick and active muscle, together with 
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Figure 1: This cartoon, which ran in the 24 September 1881 issue of 
Harper's Weekly made visible the hidden "truth" behind the degradation of 
white male opium use. By foregrounding the image of an opium den pa-
tronized by a rough-looking bunch of whites over a network of decidedly 
Orientalist images it suggested that the truth behind the appearance of 
white opium use was unequivocally Oriental. Photo by Donald Strand, 
courtesy of the Strong Museum, Rochester. 
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a freshness of mind that must be constantly available if 
he would achieve success.24 
Keeley believed that the addict's inability to join the "honest workers, sons of 
toil" who, while drug addicts drowsed, were "already up and doing" was a key 
problem of drug use.25 Because the addict's desire to consume the products of 
modern medical technology overrode his capacity for self control, he was unable 
to participate in modern American progress. Keeley argued that addicts were "lost 
to the world, consumers and not producers."26 Though somewhat outside the 
scope of the present study, we must nonetheless note that the discourse of 
addiction was pervaded by the images of desire, satisfaction, and restraint 
supplied by the expanding consumer culture.27 The inability to restrain one's 
desire to consume, in this context, was indicative of a failure of the subject to 
properly acclimate itself to the modern technological and economic environment. 
The addict could thus be imagined as a casualty of modernity, as a subject who 
failed to enter the community of modern, twentieth-century Americans. As 
Keeley wrote, the addict's voice "could no longer bear its part in fireside song, 
even if the opium user cares to join in fireside singing, which he does not."28 
What is most pertinent for this essay, however, is to note that when Keeley 
used (Orientalist) human metaphors to illustrate the hazards of addiction, he also 
defined the metaphorized "Orientals"—the Chinese-Americans whose bodies 
inevitably bore the metaphor29—as simultaneously antithetical to and symbolic 
of modern America. Keeley's text produced Oriental others who, insofar as they 
represented a world resistant to and far removed from the American present, were 
fundamentally antiquated. But they also signified narcotic addiction, something 
that Keeley identified as "the secret leprosy of modern days."30 The Oriental could 
thus signify a particularly menacing element of modernity (the runaway con-
sumption of drugs, or, "addiction"), whose threat was to reduce the white middle 
class to the status of the (essentially archaic) Chinese. This irredeemably 
contradictory logic fed off of its own circularity, enabling the construction of an 
Oriental other who served as a negative referent to what Keeley felt was a well-
adapted, respectable, and narcotic-free modern American subject. 
Keeley was far from alone in linking the addict with a seductive Oriental 
threat. Dr. Samuel Collins, promoter of the "Painless Cure," feared a potential 
degradation of Occident to Orient and suggested in 1887 the possibility of a 
shockingly literal racial transformation when he exposed the strange case of the 
mysterious "Mrs. Jones." Collins wrote about a very average American woman 
who also happened to be an "opium eater." In order to emphasize her Anglo-
Saxon ordinariness, he explained that her name "was not Smith but it was Jones" 
and thus suggested that she could have been anyone's next-door neighbor. But, 
noted the doctor, something was amiss with Mrs. Jones: She "was the terror of all 
the boys in the village. Her eyes had an unearthly light in them. She took crude 
opium and everybody knew it." Mrs. Jones was what would soon be called a 
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narcotic addict but, more significantly, Collins explained her predicament in 
terms of skin color. He wrote that "the opium was yellow, she lived in a yellow 
house, and she had a yellow skin."31 Mrs. Jones, through her opium use, had 
experienced the racial degradation feared by many turn-of-the-century observers. 
The change in her appearance marked her fall from what Keeley called the "high 
estate" of the modern West to the archaic world of the Orient, the world of the 
metaphorized Chinese and their opium dens. 
The opium den also threatened to seduce the honorable. In 1900 a short series 
of articles in The Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA), written 
under a Philadelphia dateline, narrated the story of "a young woman teacher of 
the Chinese [who] became addicted to the smoking of opium, which it is believed 
she learned from her pupils." To indulge her habit she went "to an opium den and 
smoked, [where] she developed alarming symptoms before medical aid was 
obtained, and death occurred shortly afterward." The JAMA claimed further that 
"smoking of opium appears to be by no means uncommon, not only among the 
Chinese but among others" and that the "policemen have been most negligent" 
in its control.32 The next issue stated, however, that since her death "a crusade has 
been instituted by the city authorities among the citizens of Chinatown, and a 
large number of arrests have been made."33 These articles relied on the long-
standing association of the Chinese with opium use but further emphasized the 
seductiveness and growth of narcotic use to white society. They showed the way 
that a young teacher could be coaxed from her virtuous path, provoking the 
response of an otherwise uninterested constabulary. 
Because of its association with the Orient, and especially with China, 
narcotic addiction was often envisioned as a foreign threat, imported from distant 
shores to menace the hard-working but dangerously susceptible American public. 
The American Pharmaceutical Association's Committee on the Acquirement of 
the Drug Habit declared in 1902 that "if the Chinaman cannot get along without 
his 'dope,' we can get along without him." But with or without the "Chinaman," 
the committee feared that it might be too late to stop the spread of "his" vice. They 
noted the growing figures for the importation of smoking opium and reasoned that 
"the great increase in the quantity of this special kind of opium proves one of two 
things, or both: Either our exclusion laws are being violated, or the smoking of 
opium is largely practiced by others than Chinese."34 In other words, they feared 
that the practice was rapidly spreading among the non-Chinese. 
The New York Sun shared the APA' s concern and pointed out that China was 
"history's most notorious example of a drugged nation." However, the paper 
explained, "with the aid of practically every civilized nation" China had reduced 
the number of its addicts. The United States, on the other hand, had "distanced 
every other nation in the world in the volume per capita of its illegitimate drug 
consumption."35 Such an argument suggested that the United States threatened to 
become the world's next "notorious example of a drugged nation." State depart-
ment envoy Dr. Hamilton Wright, wrote in 1909 that opium addiction was "no 
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longer a Chinese or far eastern evil, but one that has made its appearance in and 
threatens the social fabric of many western nations."36 These writers argued that 
what they believed to be a growing narcotic problem threatened the United States 
with the possibility of becoming "like" China. If Americans failed, therefore, to 
address this problem and its carriers, the nation too faced a reduction in status to 
the level of an "uncivilized" and "drugged nation." 
Charles B. Towns: "The White Hope of Drug Victims" 
The suggestion of a threat to American national integrity implied that the 
United States needed to act decisively inside and outside its borders in order to 
contain a growing drug threat. Thus, the discourse of addiction both reflected and 
enhanced a growing imperialistic longing for the economic rewards that entrepre-
neurs hoped to reap in the Asian market. It served, among other things, to cloak 
economic considerations in humanitarian garb while it simultaneously aided calls 
for domestic persecution of Chinese immigrants. This combination of impulses 
was particularly clear in the exceedingly influential efforts of one "American 
citizen's direct and practical proposal to help fight the great monster right in its 
lair."37 This language of "monsters" and "lairs" was the way that a journalist, 
writing for Collier's in 1913, characterized entrepreneur Charles B. Towns' 
attempt to bring his addiction cure to the Chinese mainland. 
Towns was a colorful and influential character. He was, according to David 
F. Musto, the "undisputed king, or, perhaps emperor" of the cure doctors.38 His 
authority derived in part from the approval and support of Cornell University's 
Dr. Alexander Lambert, who went on to be President of the American Medical 
Association and was among the most respected physicians of the period. Towns 
relied on Lambert's support and through his influence Towns' voice registered at 
the highest levels of government and of mainstream professional medicine. 
Towns' success had as much do with the character that he was able to project as 
it did with his addiction "cure." He began life as a Georgia farm boy, where he 
soon showed himself to be a giant of will, according to his 1913 Collier's 
biographer. Such a characterization stood in clear opposition to that of the drug 
addict, whose condition was often defined as the total loss of will power. Towns 
was a man who supposedly "breaks the horses and the mules and the steers that 
no other will can conquer,... [he has] the coolest, strongest will and a courage 
that will take a dare from nobody."39 Towns, who was able to face nature and 
dominate even the most defiant of its creatures simply by the force of his will, thus 
appeared as the antithesis of the addict. 
Towns also stood as a figure who, unlike the narcotic addict, was able to 
translate his will power into a modern argot. His biographer explained that the 
farm became "too easy for Charlie" and that he next tested his will against the 
railroad, perhaps the preeminent symbol of modernity. Towns, of course, had the 
power to "break" the railroad, just as he had done with the stubborn horses and 
steers. The railroad "yielded somewhat to his aggressive disposition, but when 
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transportation problems began to be halter broken his interest flagged and turned 
to life insurance."40 
After he became the most successful life insurance salesman in his district, 
Collier's explained, Towns sought a fresh challenge. While casting about New 
York City for a new occupation, Towns was allegedly approached by a man who 
claimed that he was in possession of a cure for the drug habit. After he was told 
by his doctor that such a notion was absurd, Towns took up the challenge and 
"perfected" his cure by experimenting on addicts who had answered the ads that 
he placed in New York newspapers.41 Soon Towns sought a larger market for his 
cure and in 1908, with the support of Dr. Lambert, he took it to China where, 
according to Collier's, he faced the "yellow tide" single-handedly: 
And this man on the soap box, with only a revolver in his lap 
and another on his hip, is just as much alone as he appears.... 
There is absolutely nothing between him and death for his 
American impudence, save his Georgia-born nerve. Yet there 
he sits, one lone white man, in the midst of four hundred million 
Chinamen, waiting for the soldiers of the Empress Dowager to 
come and try to take down his signs.42 
Towns appears in this passage as the consummate self-possessed individual. The 
writer placed him alone on a soapbox, revolver in hand, over and against a sea of 
threatening racial others. Collier's emphasized Towns' individuality and autono-
mous subjectivity by measuring it against the undifferentiated mass represented 
by the subjects 0/the Empress Dowager, the descendant of an ancient line whose 
soldiers threatened to overwhelm Towns and take down his self-promotional 
signs. 
Towns' biographer praised him as an exemplary American, making clear, 
however, that Towns was not exceptional. He was, rather, an "everyday Ameri-
can," a frontiersman who represented the strength of the will against the threat of 
narcotic addiction and its threat to reduce the white, American bourgeoisie to the 
level of their racial "inferiors." Towns was everyman; he was flexible, strong and 
dynamic. Coming from Georgia and New York, he represented both North and 
South and was a product of both rural and urban America. He had been a worker 
and a manager, a laborer and a professional: "Formerly of Georgia, late of 
Manhattan, now of the Flowery Kingdom, once a farmer and horse wrangler, then 
a railroad man, insurance agent and broker,"43 Towns was, according to Collier ys, 
"the White Hope of drug victims."44 
There was one thing, however, that Towns most decidedly was not, and that 
was Chinese. As his Collier's biographer waited outside the office of the 
American consul to China, he claimed to see "Mr. Towns, himself much angrier 
than his tones, issue from that same reception room and go bouncing down the 
stairs with a stride as undiplomatic as it was un-Oriental."45 While clearly 
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positioning Towns against the "Oriental," this passage also suggested that 
Towns, who lacked "diplomacy," was able to maintain his autonomy and 
independence against an expanding, bureaucratically administered, corporate 
society. Collier's pictured Towns as a strong, self-willed, autonomous individual 
struggling against a faceless bureaucracy in an attempt to protect modern 
America from the Oriental ravages of drug addiction. 
Racial Essence and the Double Meaning of Addiction 
in William Rosser Cobbe's Doctor Judas (1895) 
Closer to home, Chicago journalist William Rosser Cobbe, himself a 
recovered addict, wrote Doctor Judas, A Portrayal of The Opium Habit (1895). 
There he distinguished between various types of addicts according to the type of 
drug they preferred. He wrote that narcotic 
users who take the drug into the circulation by the stomach or 
by injection, never form the habit by deliberate purpose; they 
are tied hand and foot by the physician or they are led into it by 
racking physical pain, at a time when they are not morally 
responsible for their conduct.46 
He compared this blameless addict with "the smoker of opium" who, he argued, 
"becomes such through wantonness of desire."47 This division of the addict 
population into two groups, each with a different degree of moral responsibility, 
was one of the most common features in the discourse of addiction. This is, quite 
literally, the addiction concept's definitive feature. We can better understand 
these two contradictory notions, their relation to race, and the way in which the 
term addiction contains both of them if we make a brief trip to the Oxford English 
Dictionary to explore the earliest English uses of the word. 
Originally, addiction signified the assignment of a status or condition by a 
court of law. The OED lists the word "addict" as derived from the Latin addict-
us which meant "assigned by decree, made over, bound, or devoted." The word 
first appeared in English around 1529 as a legal adjective, describing the state of 
someone who was "formally made over or bound {to another); attached by 
restraint or obligation; obliged, bound, devoted, consecrated." This usage soon 
was made obsolete by a related verb form whose most recent manifestation is the 
one that we still use today. While its first meaning was "to deliver over formally 
by sentence of a judge {to anyone). Hence, ...to make over, give up, surrender," 
it became paired with a second one that emphasized a greater degree of volition 
than the strict juridical sense of the legal term: "To bind, attach, or devote oneself 
as a servant, disciple, or adherent {to any person or cause)" and also "to devote, 
give up, or apply habitually to a practice."48 Both of these contradictory senses of 
the word—first, the notion of addiction as an assigned ox juridical condition and 
second, of addiction as a self-willed or volitional condition—are at work in the 
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noun "[drug] addict," a designation that became the dominant name for an 
habitual drug user (someone who suffered from an "addiction") sometime around 
1910. 
The discrepancy between the voluntary and compulsive—which, following 
etymological precedent, I will call the volitional and juridical definitions of the 
words addict and addiction—is of central importance in any discussion of 
habitual drug use.49Its resolution provided a formula for the assessment of moral 
culpability for the addict's condition. This formula held dire consequences for 
those who were left without an excuse for their drug taking. 
Many turn-of-the-century medical authorities believed that the necessity of 
living amidst modern social, technological, and economic pressures caused 
middle-and upper-class Americans—who were still, at least physically, creatures 
of "nature"—to become particularly susceptible to the seduction of narcotics.50 
This move greatly reduced the volitional sense of the word "addict" by minimiz-
ing the role of individual choice for white, middle-class drug users and thus spared 
them the moral responsibility for their condition. These people were juridical 
addicts because they were addicted by the conditions of a changing world. The 
volitional meaning of the word was generally reserved for those whose racial, and 
often class, position was often deemed inferior in white, middle-class America. 
It also served to illustrate the depths that beckoned the "more respectable" 
members of society should the "drug hazard" go unchecked. Non-white and 
demimonde others were supposedly free of the commercial and cultural strains 
of modern life and were thus, with few exceptions, denied an excuse for taking 
drugs. They were thus assigned a greater degree of moral responsibility for their 
habit than were "juridical" addicts. 
This logic is clear in Cobbe's claim that narcotic users who preferred the 
drugs employed in professionally sanctioned medicine were "tied hand and foot" 
by their doctors. Such a characterization served to invoke what I identify as the 
juridical definition of addiction. Cobbe argued that these patients were the 
responsibility of the physician because they "never form the habit by deliberate 
purpose." They were thus assignedtheir status of addict (they were addicted) and 
were free of personal responsibility. They ought not, by this logic, to be punished 
for their condition. 
Cobbe paired this version of addiction with that of the opium smoker, 
claiming that this kind of addict became "such through wantonness of desire." It 
is hard to imagine a clearer statement of the volitional definition of addiction. 
Cobbe described a class of addicts who had willfully chosen their condition and 
were thus guilty of wrongdoing. He strengthened this differentiation when he 
wrote that 
this distinction alone, the fact of independent action on the one 
hand, and irresponsible subjection on the other, must forever 
divide the smokers from the eaters of the drug. One habit is 
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superinduced by physical infirmity; the other instigated by 
moral depravity.51 
From this distinction Cobbe drew the conclusion that the medical profession was 
obliged to bear responsibility for its white, middle-class patients, whom they, and 
modern conditions, had sentenced to a life of addiction. 
In contrast, he made the sources of both addiction and its control clear for the 
volitional addict, writing that 
the opium smoking habit comes of association with unholy 
persons and is entered into with deliberation. The surroundings 
are always repulsive and the inmates of these resorts are 
criminals or petty offenders against police regulations. They 
are ignorant, illiterate, vulgar, brutal, and wicked.52 
For Cobbe, it was clear that the addicts who could be counted among the opium 
smokers committed an offense for which they alone were responsible. This breed 
of addict, according to Cobbe, had learned his addiction from sources outside the 
medical arena and had freely chosen to enter into the company of degenerates. 
They were, therefore, fitting subjects for police control and incarceration.53 
Cobbe's next move is easy to anticipate. He insisted that "smoking is an 
Asiatic vice and one which can never gain favor among reputable people in this 
country."54 His use of the phrase "Asiatic vice" operated, first and most obviously, 
to situate the problem in a particular place, far distant from American shores. At 
its most simple, it declared merely that Asian people smoked opium. Yet Cobbe's 
phrase went beyond simple association, suggesting that there was something 
about both the practice and its practitioners of opium smoking that was fundamen-
tally foreign, essentially other. 
Cobbe insisted that "opium smoking is rooted and grounded in the Chinese 
character."55 He argued that opium smoking was embedded in the Asian character 
in a way that it could not be in the American and that it was integral to and 
symbolic of an essential "Asian" selfhood. To make his point, Cobbe painted a 
vivid picture of the Chinese-associated opium den and its supposed terrors for his 
readers. He continued his racial imagery, but expanded the drug's threat to non-
Asians when he wrote of the dens that "the master of the prison-like place is a 
jaundiced Chinaman or an American mummy; in either case dried out, fleshless, 
wan, and worn."56 Like Keeley, Cobbe described the opium den as a gloomy, 
morbid place, a prison presided over by "fleshless" Chinese and, significantly, 
American "mummies." He thus immediately expanded the racial constituency of 
the opium den and suggested that this "Asiatic vice," which was supposedly 
"rooted and grounded in the Chinese character," could indeed find a home in the 
United States, with native-born Americans under its spell. 
Cobbe made further distinctions about the race as well as the gender of the 
smokers in this hidden world of the opium den, finding within its walls, 
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Figure 2: The Chinese often received the blame for spreading the opium 
habit to an unwary American public. This cartoon, from an October 1888 
issue of Harper's Weekly gave visual form to a common argument—that 
narcotic addiction might enter white American society through its allegedly 
weakest point, that is, its women. Photo by Donald Strand, courtesy of the 
Strong Museum, Rochester. 
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besides Chinamen, young men, both whites and Negroes, from 
the lowest stratum of social life, and the most abandoned 
female outcasts of the streets. Now and then a male subject, 
never a female, is supplied from the higher walks of life; but, 
from the nature of the case, as will presently be seen, he is one 
whose pride and self-respect were cast aside before resorting 
to the stupefying pipe of the Oriental.57 
The opium den was for Cobbe a place where both race and gender mixed 
indiscriminately. He claimed that the "lowest stratum of social life" was well-
represented here but also that one could find an occasional male of the "higher 
walks" present. He explained this upper-class presence as a sign of an already-
completed racial degradation but my point is that opiate addiction and racial 
degradation were symbolic of one another in Cobbe's text, just as they were in the 
wider discourse of addiction. 
The opium den also symbolized for Cobbe a loss of individual autonomy. He 
described the interior of an opium den, claiming that the smokers lay upon 
little platforms, . . . three or four men and women, perhaps; 
there being no distinction of sex in these places and usually no 
consciousness of it, and no respect of age, or race, or previous 
condition—black, white, and Mongol, young and old, male 
and female.58 
Cobbe thus depicted one of the horrors of the opium den to be its lack of 
regard for class status or the racial and gendered borders that marked the limits 
of one's autonomous identity. In this scene, the opium smoker was cast adrift in 
an ocean of sameness, a place where, for Cobbe, even the borders of the piled 
bodies became unclear, indistinct, stacked on "little platforms" one upon the 
other. Among the faults of the opium smoker was thus the willful surrender of the 
consciousness of these markers of difference—markers of the boundaries that 
normally separated one person from another and served to reinforce the logic of 
autonomous selfhood characteristic of American bourgeois society. 
That Cobbe held such clearly-marked autonomy as a sign of "respectable" 
selfhood was abundantly clear in his declaration that "opium smokers make no 
effort to conceal their sin, and hence have no objection to being thrown together; 
but it can easily be seen that if respectable members of society formed the habit, 
they would demand isolation."59 This was the basis for his belief that the 
respectable could never be found in an opium den—it violated their sense of 
propriety, which could be found precisely in the maintenance of distance from 
others, especially in terms of an otherness marked by gender, race, and class. To 
become an opium smoker was to surrender one's autonomous individuality and 
to become swamped in an ocean of sameness. 
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But what comprised that "sameness" that awaited Cobbe's bourgeois read-
ers? Cobbe followed a path blazed in 1871 by neurologist George Miller Beard, 
when he claimed that opium had different effects on people according to their 
race.60 Cobbe wrote that "dark races, as the African and Asiatic, are not so easily 
affected by the pipe as the white peoples."61 He expanded upon this seemingly 
innocuous claim, writing that 
Chinese are, as a rule temperate in their smoking, and, accounts 
of travelers in China to the contrary notwithstanding, it does 
not appear that their lives are appreciably shortened by the 
habit. Unquestionably, though the general effects are present 
in all habitués; only that in the Chinese they are not so 
virulent.62 
But if this was the case, how could one account for the supposed depravity, 
degradation, and decay that Cobbe so extravagantly documented in his descrip-
tion of the Chinese-dominated opium den? Such a claim made sense only if one 
assumed that an existence that was horribly degraded for one race might be much 
closer to normality for another. This is precisely the logic that we find in Cobbe's 
text. 
Cobbe's claim that opium smoking did not alter the lives of the Chinese to 
the same degree that it changed the lives of whites was another way of saying that 
there was less difference between lives of the addict and non-addict in Asian and 
Asian-American cultures. In a fascinating passage, Cobbe reminded his readers 
that his book pertained primarily to addicts who were addicted at the hands of their 
doctor, not to opium smokers. He wrote that 
it is here repeated that nothing said in these pages relating to the 
opium habit includes this class of slaves, who were slaves 
before they began the habit. The fact is emphasized, because 
the world in its ignorance confounds the latter with respectable 
people, who have been led into the other forms of indulgence 
through ignorance of the effects of the drug, or by physicians 
who did not consult their wishes in the premises.63 
Cobbe's point is crucial and bears repeating. He believed that opium 
smoking was something enjoyed by a class who were "slaves before they began 
the habit."64 Opium smoking was thus the sign of a condition that existed prior 
to the actual smoking of opium. It was a marker of an essentially degraded identity 
that became visible in the individual's choice to become an opium smoker. Cobbe 
wrote that "opium smokers are bestialized by birth environment, or, by evil 
practices before the opium stage is reached."65 In other words, Cobbe claimed that 
in the act of smoking opium the smoker became himself, that the smoker's act 
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testified to the truth of his already-degraded soul. For Cobbe then, the Chinese 
opium smoker both realized and displayed his (essentially corrupt) true "Chinese 
character" in the act of smoking whereas the white smoker displayed rather his 
degradation, evidence that his racial status had been reduced to that of the 
Chinese. Cobbe thus suggested that a condition of slavery, in this case a slavery 
to the "wantonness of desire," was the true state of the Chinese character. Slavery 
to desire was precisely the problem experienced by addicts, and thus we glimpse 
the subtle mechanisms of a logic that offered race as a metaphor for addiction. An 
absolutely crucial element of this logic was its circularity. Cobbe's writing 
demonstrates the way that addiction could stand for the hidden "truth" of racial 
character, or, put another way, to be an addict was to be like the Chinese, but also, 
to be Chinese was to be like an addict. 
Cobbe made the final and most threatening steps in his argument when he 
insisted that these volitional addicts could never truly be cured: 
The serious question is, does it pay to cure such creatures? 
Absolutely devoid of moral sense they have no strength of 
purpose and no thought of disgrace, and consequently are as 
ready for a recurrence of the habit as they were originally for 
its formation.66 
Even if an addiction cure might be affected, because they were "slaves before they 
began the habit," simply attempting to stop their drug use amounted to little more 
than removal of the symptom. In fact, such a removal could, in the long run, cause 
greater problems. Cobbe argued that opium smokers were of such a low stature 
that any attempt at their redemption could well turn against the redeemers. 
Writing that even "if they remain healed of the desire for the narcotic, their vices, 
unrestrained by the subduing influences of the drug, are liable to break forth in 
passion of venal practices to the injury of society,"67 Cobbe suggested that this 
class of drug user was beyond therapeutic help, leaving incarceration as the only 
logical solution to the problem that they posed. 
Conclusion 
This essay has examined the way that several turn-of-the-century medical 
writers used a group of negative concepts, especially the otherness of a con-
structed "Oriental" menace, to describe the threat of narcotic addiction as a 
degradation of the racial status of the modern, bourgeois American. Their 
writings, like all texts, resonated with the traces of the culture in which they were 
embedded while simultaneously assembling a framework that provided readers 
with a means to interpret their own perceptions of that same culture. These texts 
not only employed and reinforced old stereotypes, but also produced new images 
of racial inferiority in their descriptions of drug addiction. The discourse of 
addiction both reflected and enhanced Orientalist images of the Chinese, even-
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tually drawing upon those images in order to argue that public access to narcotic 
drugs ought to be restricted, while simultaneously reinforcing racist calls for the 
persecution and continued exclusion of an entire segment of the American 
population. Tied inextricably to the "Oriental," the discovery of the narcotic 
addict as a casualty of modern medical technology produced a character that 
served as a negative referent in the construction of a white, bourgeois identity that 
was based on its maintenance of autonomy and rationality despite the challenges 
of a modernizing world. It implied that modern, national progress could not be 
achieved without the containment of an "Oriental" drug threat. 
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